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The present invention relates to a covering element for manual-use articles, particularly set for laying of at least one fluid substance.

The present invention is also concerned with a manual-use article, such as a pen or similar device for laying a fluid substance, which is provided with the above mentioned covering element.

The invention is adapted for use in any merchandise field and on any manual-use article requiring outer covering for a particularly sensitive and/or delicate portion thereof. With reference to stationery articles for example, the object of the present invention can apply to pens, felt-tip and marking pens, correction fluids, glues and/or similar goods, to protect the tip of same when they are not in use. The present invention can also be widely used in the field of beauty preparations such as lipsticks, mascara, eyeliners and similar products in tubes or sticks. Obviously, the application of the present invention is of such a wide range that it cannot be limited to any specific merchandise field as it spreads over many different sectors.

It is known that covering of particularly sensitive and/or delicate portions of articles such as those mentioned above, usually relies on lids, caps, plugs and/or similar covering elements that are generally applied through screwing and/or mutual engagement by fitting. In particular, when the covering element is put back onto the respective article at the use portion thereof, the closing element is screwed down or pushed towards the body of the corresponding article through a manual action, until the desired engagement is obtained.

In the same manner as application of the closing element onto the corresponding article takes place, release of the use portion is carried out by unscrewing the covering element or moving it apart until the same is separated from the engaged article. Application and release of the covering element are both executed manually by use of two or more fingers so that full use of the corresponding hand is required.

Where the article is provided with screw-engagement means, for said application and release operations also use of the other hand is required as it must help the first one in imparting a rotation to the article around its longitudinal axis in the opposite direction to the action of the hand active on the covering element. On the contrary, in the presence of means carrying out separation of same, the body of the article is to be pulled in the opposite direction relative to the hand carrying out separation of same.

It is also known from document EP0703096 a writing instrument having a slidably and pivotably disposed cap covering the writing tip. The cap means can be removed and lodged into its open position by a continuous motion of the hand which is holding the instrument. The cap member further includes a means for removing the cap from the pen body with a person’s finger.

This cap removing means is preferably a projection designed to accommodate a finger.

By virtue of the above, the Applicant has found that while the known covering elements for articles of manual use satisfactorily protect the sensitive and/or delicate portions of the goods to which they are usually applied, they however have some drawbacks and can be improved under different points of view.

In particular, the Applicant has sensed that said covering elements can be improved in relation to disengagement or release of same from the respective articles, and comfort and ease in carrying out this operation.

In fact the Applicant has found that the present articles for manual use compulsorily need use of both hands to cause disengagement of the covering element and/or application of same. While meeting this requirement is usually very simple, it may become particularly difficult when at least one hand of the user is, for any reason, unable to carry out said operations. In other words, the impossibility of use of one hand makes it hard to execute an operation that is apparently easy.

The Applicant has finally sensed that the present techniques for application and/or disengagement of said covering elements can be further facilitated and simplified.

It is an aim of the present invention to obviate the drawbacks found in the known art, by providing a covering element for manual-use articles particularly set for laying of at least one substance, which is of simple and easy application and removal and in addition requires use of one hand alone by the user.

In accordance with the present invention, this aim is achieved by a covering element for articles particularly set for laying of at least one substance, or by a manual-use article provided with said covering element, in accordance with the features described and claimed in the appended claims.

The present invention will be now described with reference to the accompanying drawings showing a preferred, but not exclusive, embodiment of a covering element for articles particularly set for laying of at least one substance, and/or of a manual-use article provided with said covering element, in accordance with the present invention. In the drawings:

- Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a covering element applied to a respective article for manual use, in accordance with the present invention;
- Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the element seen in the preceding figure and herein represented alone;
- Fig. 3 is a diagrammatic view showing release of the covering element seen in the preceding figures, carried out by a manual thrust action;
- Fig. 4 is a diagrammatic view of the coupling operation between the covering element and the respective article, carried out by a manual thrust action contrary to the one causing release;
- Fig. 5 is an elevation view of a further embodiment...
of the covering element in accordance with the present invention.

[0015] With reference to the drawings, a covering element for manual-use articles particularly set for laying of at least one substance, in accordance with the present invention, has been generally identified by reference numeral 1.

[0016] In particular, the covering element 1 is adapted to be employed on any type of article 2 (Figs. 1 and 3 to 5) for manual use that can be found in different merchandise fields such as the field of stationery articles, beauty preparations, articles for medical treatments, body treatments and so on. In other words, the covering element 1 can find application in any merchandise sector where there is the presence of articles 2 to be at least partly covered and protected.

[0017] Referring particularly to Figs. 1 and 3 to 5, the article 2 herein shown by way of example and therefore not for purposes of limitation of the present invention, preferably is a cylindrical stationery article 2 such as a pen, a felt-tip pen, a correction fluid, a glue and/or the like.

[0018] Still referring to Figs. 1 and 3 to 5, article 2 comprises a body 2a of substantially elongated shape having at least one use portion 2c (partly seen in Fig. 3) at one end 2b thereof, which portion is designed to be at least partly covered by the covering element 1 in a non-use condition. On the opposite side from the first end 2b, article 2 has a second end 2d of a substantially tapering and rounded conformation, the section of which progressively decreases so that it terminates with a portion 2e that is able to receive in engagement by interference fit, the above mentioned covering element 1 during use of the article itself.

[0019] Still with reference to the accompanying figures, the covering element 1 comprises at least one hollow case 3 of substantially elongated and tapering shape. In detail, the hollow case 3 has a first end 3a provided with a suitable access opening 4 to receive the use portion 2c of article 2 when the latter is not used and a second substantially rounded end 3b, opposite to the first one 3a that, in case of need, is provided with suitable aeration ports 3c (Figs. 1, 2 and 5).

[0020] The covering element 1 further comprises coupling means (not shown as it is known) associated with the hollow case 3 to steadily engage the covering element 1 with the respective article 2. Preferably, the coupling means has at least one snap-hooking system co-operating with respective coupling elements (not shown) disposed on the first end 2b of article 2, in such a manner as to counteract possible detachment of the covering element 1.

[0021] The covering element 1 comprises abutment means 5 associated with the hollow case 3 to cause shifting of the covering element, following at least one manual action by a user, between a coupled condition (Figs. 1, 4 and 5) at which it engages the respective article 2 and a released condition (Figs. 2 and 3) at which it is separated from the article 2, following at least one protrusion 6 jutting out externally of the hollow case 3, transversely of the longitudinal extension of same. In particular, the protrusion 6 has a first abutment surface 7 facing the article 2 when the covering element 1 is disposed in the coupled condition (Figs. 1, 4 and 5). The first abutment surface 7 appears on the opposite side with respect to case 3, following an inclined extension relative to the longitudinal extension of the covering element 1 wherein the first abutment surface 7 radially moves away from the hollow case 3 starting from the first end 3a of the latter towards the second end 3b.

[0022] As shown in the accompanying drawings, the abutment means 5 contemplates the presence of at least one protrusion 6 jutting out externally of the hollow case 3, transversely of the longitudinal extension of same. In particular, the protrusion 6 has a first abutment surface 7 facing the article 2 when the covering element 1 is disposed in the coupled condition (Figs. 1, 4 and 5). The first abutment surface 7 appears on the opposite side with respect to case 3, following an inclined extension relative to the longitudinal extension of the covering element 1 wherein the first abutment surface 7 radially moves away from the hollow case 3 starting from the first end 3a of the latter towards the second end 3b.

[0023] Referring again to the accompanying drawings, the first abutment surface 7 has an arched extension. Preferably, said first abutment surface 7 is substantially concave and defines a recessed central region and raised peripheral regions, respectively.

[0024] As shown in Fig. 2, the first abutment surface 7 has a substantially rounded peripheral edge 7a the outline of which has an at least partly elliptical conformation. The shape of the first abutment surface 7 advantageously matches that of the fingertip 8a of one finger, preferably the thumb 8b, of one hand 8 so that it is adapted to receive the corresponding finger in ergonomic engagement.

[0025] The protrusion 6 further has a second abutment surface 9 extending between the first abutment surface 7 and the hollow case 3, transversely of the latter and of the first abutment surface 7. In detail, the second abutment surface 9 extends starting from the peripheral edge 7a of the first abutment surface 7 to joint the outer surface of case 3. In other words, the second abutment surface 9 peripherally extends around the first abutment surface 7 and partly surrounds it.

[0026] The second abutment surface 9 too has an arched extension, and is preferably concave. Advantageously, the second abutment surface 9 is connected with the hollow case 3 without a break, so that no line between the second abutment surface 9 and the outer surface of the hollow case 3 can be felt by the touch.

[0027] In accordance with a further embodiment of the present invention shown in Fig. 5, the covering element 1 comprises at least one hooking tailpiece 10 extending from the hollow case 3 for engagement of the covering element 1 with at least one substantially flat portion of a garment, such as a pocket, a loop, and the like.

[0028] As shown in Fig. 5 the hooking tailpiece 10 extends from the hollow case 3 on the opposite side relative to protrusion 6 and juts out from the second end 3b of the hollow case 3 towards the first end 3a of the latter terminating at a position close to the access opening 4.

[0029] Operation of the present invention described above mainly as regards structure, is as follows.

[0030] As shown in Fig. 3, when article 2 provided with the above mentioned covering element 1 is to be used, it can be grasped with one hand 8 so that all the fingers, apart from the thumb 8b, surround the body 2a of article
2 and are closed around it. Advantageously, in this position the thumb 8b naturally rests on the protrusion 6 of case 3 of the covering element 1. Consequently, the thumb 8b lays on the first abutment surface 7 the particular shape of which ensures the best relationship of mutual adaptation between the user’s finger and the covering element 1.

[0031] Following a suitable thrust action aiming at moving the covering element 1 away from article 2 (identified in Fig. 3 by the direction arrows "A"), said covering element 1 translates along the longitudinal axis of article 2 moving apart from the use portion 2c of the latter.

[0032] Obviously, the shape of the first abutment surface 7 allows a thrust action of a sufficient intensity to be carried out by the thumb 8b so as to overcome the resistance exerted by the coupling means of the covering element 1 and cause shifting of the covering element itself 1 from the coupled condition to the released condition.

[0033] Separation of the covering element 1 is made easier by the user’s fingers surrounding the body 2a of said article 2 and retaining it.

[0034] On the contrary, with reference to Fig. 4, shifting of the covering element 1 from the released condition to the coupled condition is caused by a further thrust action exerted on the covering element 1 in the opposite direction with respect to the release direction (direction arrows "B" in Fig. 4). Under this situation, the user’s hand 8 is maintained to a closed condition around article 2, while the thumb 2b rides over the peripheral edge 7a and bears on the second abutment surface 9 to push the latter towards the element 2. The covering element 1 moves close to the element 2 until the coupling means causes a steady engagement between the covering element 1 and element 2.

[0035] With reference to the embodiment shown in Fig. 5, operation of the covering element is unchanged. However, due to the presence of the hooking tailpiece 10, application of the covering element 1 coupled with article 2, to a user’s garment is allowed.

[0036] The present invention solves the problems found in the known art and reaches the intended purposes.

[0037] First of all, due to the particular conformation of the abutment means of the above described covering element, the operation for releasing it from the respective article is facilitated.

[0038] In addition, said abutment means can also be used to simplify the coupling operation between the covering element and the corresponding article.

[0039] In more detail, the operation for releasing and/or coupling the covering element can be advantageously carried out through use of one hand alone, by a simple and quick movement. In other words, the closing element as designed allows separation from the use portion of the respective article without the aid of the other hand, so that any user physically unable to employ both hands is facilitated.

Claims

1. A covering element (1) for manual-use articles (2) particularly set for laying of at least one substance, said covering element (1) comprising:

- at least one hollow case (3) having a first end (3a) provided with at least one access opening (4) to receive at least one respective use portion (2c) of a manual-use article (2) to be inserted therein;
- coupling means associated with said case (3) to ensure engagement of said covering element (1) with the respective article (2),

wherein it further comprises abutment means (5) associated with said case (3) to cause shifting of said covering element (1), by effect of at least one manual action, between a coupled condition at which it engages the respective article (2) and a released condition at which it is separated from said article (2);

characterised in that said protrusion (6) has a first abutment surface (7) following an inclined extension relative to the longitudinal extension of the covering element (1);

characterised in that said first abutment surface (7) is concave to receive a corresponding finger in ergonomic engagement.

2. An element as claimed in claim 1, characterised in that said first abutment surface (7) has an at least partly rounded peripheral edge (7a).

3. An element as claimed in claims 1 or 2, characterised in that said first abutment surface (7) has an at least partly rounded peripheral edge (7a).

4. An element as claimed in claim 3, characterised in that said peripheral edge (7a) of said first abutment surface (7) has an at least partly elliptical outline.

5. An element as claimed in one or more of claims 1 to 4, characterised in that the shape of said first abutment surface (7) substantially matches one fingertip (8a) of a finger of a user’s hand (8).

6. An element as claimed in one or more of claims 1 to 5, characterised in that the shape of said first abutment surface (7) substantially matches the fingertip (8a) of a thumb (8b).

7. An element as claimed in anyone of claims 1 to 6, characterised in that said protrusion (6) has a sec-
ond abutment surface (9) extending between said first abutment surface (7) and said case (3), transversely with respect to the latter and to said first abutment surface (7).

8. An element as claimed in claim 7, characterised in that said second abutment surface (9) peripherally extends around said first abutment surface (7).

9. An element as claimed in claims 7 or 8, characterised in that said second abutment surface (9) is concave.

10. An element as claimed in one or more of claims 7 to 9, characterised in that said second abutment surface (9) is joined to said case (3).

11. An element as claimed in anyone of the preceding claims, characterised in that it further comprises at least one hooking tailpiece (10) extending from said case (3) on the opposite side relative to said protrusion (6).

12. An article (2) for manual use comprising a body (2a) having at least one use portion (2c) that can be externally covered, characterised in that it further comprises at least one covering element (1) as claimed in anyone of the preceding claims.

13. An article as claimed in claim 11, characterised in that it is a pen or similar stationery article.

Patentansprüche

1. Schutzelement (1) für von Hand aus verwendete Artikel (2), die insbesondere für die Aufnahme mindestens eines Stoffes bereitgestellt sind, wobei das Schutzelement (1) umfasst:
   - mindestens eine hohle Hülle (3) mit einem mit mindestens einer Zugangsöffnung (4) versehenen Ende (3a) um durch Einführen mindestens einen entsprechenden Gebrauchsschnitt (2c) eines von Hand aus verwendeten Artikels (2) aufzunehmen;
   - der Hülle (3) zugeordnete Kupplungsmittel, um das Eingreifen des Schutzelementes (1) am entsprechenden Artikel (2) sicherzustellen,
   - mindestens eine hohle Hülle (3) mit einem mit mindestens einer Zugangsöffnung (4) versehenen Ende (3a) um durch Einführen mindestens einen manuellen Vorgang eine Verschiebung des Schutzelementes (1) zwischen einer Kupplungsstellung, in der es den entsprechenden Artikel (2) umfasst, und einer Freigabestellung zu bewirken, in der es vom Artikel (2) getrennt ist;
   - in welchem die Anschlagmittel (5) mindestens einen Ansatz (6) umfassen, der außen von der Hülle (3) quer zur Längsabwicklung des Schutzelementes (1) vorspringt;
   - dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Ansatz (6) eine erste Anschlagfläche (7) aufweist, die einer gegenüber der Längsabwicklung des Schutzelementes (1) geneigten Abwicklung folgt; wobei die erste Anschlagfläche (7) sich radial von der hohlen Hülle (3) ausgehend vom ersten Ende (3a) dieser letzteren in Richtung des zweiten Endes (3b) entfernt.

2. Element nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die erste Anschlagfläche (7) konkav ist, um einen entsprechenden Finger unter ergonomischem Eingriff aufzunehmen.

3. Element nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die erste Anschlagfläche (7) einen mindestens teilweise abgerundeten Umfangsrand (7a) aufweist.

4. Element nach Anspruch 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Umfangsrand (7a) der ersten Anschlagfläche (7) ein mindestens teilweise elliptisches Profil aufweist.

5. Element nach einem oder mehreren Ansprüchen von 1 bis 4, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die erste Anschlagfläche (7) im Wesentlichen zur Fingerbeere (8a) eines Fingers einer Hand (8) eines Benutzers gegenprofiliert ist.

6. Element nach einem oder mehreren Ansprüchen von 1 bis 5, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die erste Anschlagfläche (7) im Wesentlichen zur Fingerbeere (8a) eines Daumens (8b) gegenprofiliert ist.

7. Element nach einem beliebigen der Ansprüche von 1 bis 6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Ansatz (6) eine zweite Anschlagfläche (9) aufweist, die sich zwischen der ersten Anschlagfläche (7) und der Hülle (3) quer zu diesen letzteren und zur ersten Anschlagfläche (7) erstreckt.

8. Element nach Anspruch 7, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die zweite Anschlagfläche (9) sich in Umfangsrichtung um die erste Anschlagfläche (7) erstreckt.

9. Element nach Anspruch 7 oder 8, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die zweite Anschlagfläche (9) kon-
kav ist.

10. Element nach einem oder mehreren Ansprüchen von 7 bis 9, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die zweite Anschlagfläche (9) in die Hülle (3) übergeht.

11. Element nach einem beliebigen der voranstehenden Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass überdies mindestens einen Kupplungsanhang (10) umfasst, der sich von der Hülle (3) abwickelt, um das Schutzelement (1) an mindestens einem im Wesentlichen flachen Abschnitt einer Kleidung angreifen zu lassen.


13. Manuell zu gebrauchender Artikel (2), umfassend einen Körper (2a), der mindestens einen äußeren abdeckbaren Gebrauchsanschnitt (2c) aufweist, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass er überdies mindestens ein Schutzelement (1) gemäß einem beliebigen der voranstehenden Ansprüche umfasst.


Revendications

1. Élément de protection (1) pour articles (2) à usage manuel particulièrement destinés au dépôt d’au moins une substance, ledit élément de protection (1) comprenant:

   - au moins une enveloppe creuse (3) ayant une première extrémité (3a) munie d’au moins une ouverture d’accès (4) pour recevoir au moins une portion d’utilisation respective (2c) d’un article à usage manuel (2) à introduire dans celle-ci;
   - des moyens d’accouplement associés à ladite enveloppe (3) pour garantir l’engagement dudit élément de protection (1) à l’article respectif (2),

   où il comporte en outre des moyens de butée (5) associés à ladite enveloppe (3) pour causer le déplacement dudit élément de protection (1), par effet d’au moins une action manuelle, entre une condition d’accouplement à laquelle il engage l’article respectif (2) et une condition de dégagement à laquelle il est séparé dudit article (2); où lesdits moyens de butée (5) comportent au moins une protubérance (6) faisant saillie à l’extérieur de ladite enveloppe (3), en direction transversale à l’ex-

tension longitudinale de l’élément de protection (1); caractérisé en ce que ladite protubérance (6) a une première surface de butée (7) suivant un développement incliné par rapport au développement longitudinal de l’élément de protection (1); la première surface de butée (7) s’éloignant de l’enveloppe creuse (3) en sens radial, à partir de la première extrémité (3a) de cette dernière vers une deuxième extrémité (3b).

2. Élément selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que ladite première surface de butée (7) est concave pour recevoir en engagement ergonomique un doigt correspondant.

3. Élément selon la revendication 1 ou 2, caractérisé en ce que ladite première surface de butée (7) a un bord périphérique (7a) au moins partiellement arrondi.

4. Élément selon la revendication 3, caractérisé en ce que ledit bord périphérique (7a) de ladite première surface de butée (7) a un pourtour au moins partiellement elliptique.

5. Élément selon une ou plusieurs des revendications 1 à 4, caractérisé en ce que la forme de ladite première surface de butée (7) épouse essentiellement celle d’un bout du doigt de la main (8) d’un utilisateur.

6. Élément selon une ou plusieurs des revendications 1 à 5, caractérisé en ce que la forme de ladite surface de butée (7) épouse essentiellement la forme du bout du doigt (8a) d’un pouce (8b).

7. Élément selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 6, caractérisé en ce que ladite protubérance (6) a une deuxième surface de butée (9) s’étendant entre ladite première surface de butée (7) et ladite enveloppe (3), en sens transversal par rapport à cette dernière et à ladite première surface de butée (7).

8. Élément selon la revendication 7, caractérisé en ce que ladite deuxième surface de butée (9) s’étend autour de la périphérie de ladite première surface de butée (7).

9. Élément selon la revendication 7 ou 8, caractérisé en ce que ladite deuxième surface de butée (9) est concave.

10. Élément selon une ou plusieurs des revendications 7 à 9, caractérisé en ce que ladite deuxième surface de butée (9) est unie à ladite enveloppe (3).

11. Élément selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce qu’il comporte en outre au moins une expansion d’accrochage (10)
s’étendant de ladite enveloppe (3) pour l’engage-
ment dudit élément de protection (1) à au moins une
portion essentiellement plate d’une pièce d’habi-
lement.

12. Élément selon la revendication 11, caractérisé en
ce que ladite expansion d’accrochage (10) s’étend
de ladite enveloppe (3) sur le côté opposé par rapport
à ladite protubérance (6).

13. Article (2) à usage manifold comprenant un corps (2a)
ayant au moins une portion d’utilisation (2c) qui peut
être recouverte extérieurement, caractérisé en ce
qu’il comporte en outre au moins un élément de pro-
tection (1) selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes.

14. Article selon la revendication 13, caractérisé en ce
qu’il s’agit d’une plume, un crayon ou article de bu-
reau similaire.
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